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Chapter 1731: Four founding-level supreme exercises! 

"Ding! "Chaos and Dark Eclipse" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Tai Xu Zhou Long Jue" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Wanhua Promise Nirvana Sutra" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Withered Wood Condensing Source of Life" has reached the founding level!" 

The system prompts the voice to fall. 

The four warm currents appeared in Su Lang's body, and countless exercise mysteries were branded in 

his soul. 

Suddenly. 

He has completely mastered the four Supreme Emperor exercises! 

"what!?" 

"The four Godless-level exercises have reached the founding level at the same time!!" 

With a change of expression, Su Lang temporarily put aside the idea of continuing to find his opponent, 

and began to experience the mystery of the technique he had just obtained. 

When he placed the exercises before, he didn't even know what these exercises were for because he 

couldn't see home. 

At this time, it was completely integrated, and he immediately understood the function of the four 

exercises. 

The function of the first book "Chaos and Darkness" is to swallow the chaos at the boundary of the 

universe of life, making the scope of the universe of life broader. 

Once the founding "Chaos and Dark Eclipse" is activated, it can at least double the scope of the universe 

of life! 

The larger universe of life represents a stronger world power. 

In the same level, if the universe of life doubles, it can completely beat the opponent to blood. 

"Yes, this technique!" 

"Other people's life universe has doubled, and the benefits are all leveraged." 

"My ten life universes are doubled at the same time. That benefit is simply abnormal!" 

Su Lang nodded with gleaming eyes, and immediately began his exercises! 

At the edge of the Shifang Life Universe, outside the crystal wall of the universe, a large amount of 

chaotic air currents rolled. 
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This is the chaos formed after the most thorough distortion of all the universe avenues. 

It is very difficult to open up a brand new space in this chaos, almost only when breaking through the 

small realm, can you expand a little. 

And this time. 

Accompanied by Su Lang using Chaos and Dark Eclipse. 

The chaos outside the crystal wall of the universe turned out to be like a white mist encountering violent 

sunlight, and it began to quickly dissipate. 

Not long after, a lot of blank areas appeared. 

The universe crystal wall took the opportunity to expand and swallowed all the blank areas. 

When the volume of Shifang's inner boundary all became twice as large as before, it stopped. 

After the expansion of the universe of life was completed, Su Lang could clearly feel that his world's 

power was much stronger. 

The world power of each life universe has increased by 10%. When ten are added together, Su Lang is 

equivalent to an extra life universe! 

and. 

The space expanded by the Shifang Life Universe represents the expansion potential of the life planet. 

Su Lang's universe of life became twice as large, and the development potential of the planet of life was 

greatly enhanced. 

The key is. 

The expansion of the universe of life means that the fusion period of the soul body and the soul universe 

will be longer. 

But once fully integrated, Su Lang is definitely a leader in quasi-tai junior high school! 

"This is equivalent to raising the ceiling!" 

"If the ceiling keeps going up, maybe I can really fight the primordial boss in the quasi-primary state." 

Su Lang thought excitedly, and immediately looked at the second exercise. 

The second "Taixu Zhoulong Jue" is a peculiar summoning technique. 

Its function is to summon the ‘Taixu Universe Dragon’ that died within one billion light-years, and make 

it fight for itself. 

Taixu Zhoulong is a very powerful dragon family, whose strength generally reaches the Sandu Godless 

level. 

After they die, because of the special twisting power in their bodies, they will form a kind of twisted true 

spirit, thus avoiding being completely dissipated in the endless universe. 



The Twisted True Spirit will hide in a special way and exist in the dead place. 

If the same race appears, summon them, and even have the opportunity to resurrect them! 

"Lying down." 

"This technique is also okay!" 

The light in Su Lang's eyes brightened, "Summon the godless-level dragon clan directly, and feel happy." 

If it were in the boundless universe, a billion light-years would be the size of a large area of the star sea, 

and the probability of wanting to summon the Taixu Universe Dragon was very low. 

But in this place of exile, I don't know how many reincarnations have passed. 

Even if it was a hundred times of reincarnation that only one Taixian dragon appeared, after countless 

times of reincarnation, the place of exile did not know how many Taixian dragons died. 

Of course. 

The power of time is terrifying, and the too old Taixu Universe Dragon's twisted true spirit will still be 

wiped out and eventually dissipated completely. 

Chapter 1732: Wake up hundreds of Taixu Cosmic Dragons! 

"Try the power of this technique!" 

Su Lang's eyes condensed, his hands clasped together to pinch out a strange hand technique, "The Taixu 

Cosmic Dragon twists the true spirit and appears!" 

boom! ! 

A strange twisting force wave spread from Su Lang's body. 

This wave of twisting power has no offensive power, and other Supreme Emperors are even hard to 

detect. 

Even if it is detected, it is not easy to annihilate it. 

In a short period of time, with Su Lang as the center, the bizarre twisting power fluctuations enveloped 

the nearby one billion light-year range! 

We must know that the area of the exile is about one billion light-years in length and breadth, and the 

wave of Su Lang's dispersion has enveloped the entire exile! 

In this bizarre twisting power fluctuation, gray circles of illusion emerged one after another. 

If you look closely, you can find that these illusory rings are actually a little gray dragon biting its own 

tail, forming a ring of ouritoraurus. 

This is exactly the twisted true spirit left by the Taixu Universe Dragon after its death! 

In the entire place of exile, there were more than one hundred twisted true spirits summoned by Su 

Lang, which represented a hundred dead Ethereal Dragons! 
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"Wake up, my dragon!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed, and another strange wave spread, spreading across the entire exile area in a 

short time. 

The more than one hundred tail dragon rings quickly absorbed these fluctuations, and the godless aura 

on his body gradually awakened. 

And it exudes its own twisting power fluctuations, echoing Su Langyao. 

Then another horrible suction appeared on them, and they began to absorb the power of the 

surrounding world and strengthen themselves! 

Each of the dragon rings seemed to become black holes, absorbing the power of heaven and earth 

crazily. 

And they were flying towards Su Lang while absorbing the power of heaven and earth. 

The power of the heavens and the earth dries up directly, turning into a dead place for cultivation. 

In normal times, this will definitely cause a huge shock. 

However, now in the battle of reincarnation, various battles occur frequently, and the tail dragon ring is 

not so conspicuous. 

therefore. 

Not many people have noticed these dragon rings that absorb the power of heaven and earth. 

Even if you noticed it, only those godless grades can intercept it. 

In the Godless class, except for a few people who avoided the war, the rest were fighting, so almost no 

one intercepted it. 

not to mention. 

Su Lang would not stand in place waiting for those tail dragon rings to slowly fly over. 

He directly used the Candle Nine Yin Eyes to lock the place where the tail dragon ring was located, and 

then used the clone to dispatch and replace them to rush over, and secretly included it in the Dantian 

universe. 

Then the dragon rings on the tail, like the ‘Heart of Devouring’, began to continuously absorb solar 

energy to strengthen themselves. 

Fortunately, Su Lang's sun is a part of the Sun of the Infinite Realm, and the energy is too much to be 

used up, and he is not afraid of being absorbed by the tail dragon ring and the heart of the stream. 

"After these dragon rings have absorbed enough energy, they can be used to fight." 

"Moreover, if a huge amount of resources are consumed, they can be resurrected by secret methods!" 

Su Lang pondered silently, and while collecting the Taixu Universe Dragon's Tail Dragon Ring, he checked 

the third Godless-level exercise technique. 



The third exercise is the "Wanhua Promise Nirvana Sutra". 

This exercise was originally a tentacle ball, which is very different. 

At this time, Su Lang fully grasped it and understood its function. 

The abilities of Wanhua Wuji Nirvana Sutra are a bit similar to Wuboruo's "Wuboruo Demon Body", but 

at a higher level. 

After using the secret method, the body of the caster can be transformed into various shapes at will, 

and even the cell structure can be changed to become the shape of other species. 

And not only can it become a variety of powerful creatures, but it can also absorb the unique blood of 

other creatures, turning that piece of flesh into that kind of creature from its root. 

For example, if it absorbs Bi Yelin's Qilin bloodline. 

Su Lang can use a portion of his flesh and blood to turn into a real unicorn, and even the memory of the 

beast can be inherited! 

If Su Lang didn't take back the piece of flesh and blood that turned into a unicorn, that unicorn would be 

completely natural and independent like other creatures. 

Finally, the absorbed blood can be removed at will, without affecting oneself at all! 

"This technique is really different!" 

"However, the effect is too abnormal. It can be used not only in combat, but even in creation!" 

Su Lang showed a slight smile. Since this technique can remove the absorbed blood at will, he can use it 

at will without worrying about being contaminated. 

Chapter 1733: Use dead wood to condense the source! 

Next. 

He also looked at the fourth exercise "Deadwood Condensation of Origin and Fate". 

He had known this exercise before, and it could achieve the purpose of massively increasing lifespan by 

enhancing the origin of life and soul. 

In addition, there is also a secret method against the sky, which can slow down the passage of life. 

Lu Mingxuan, Che Chenghua and others used this technique to successfully go from the previous 

reincarnation era to the present reincarnation era. 

In fact, this technique can enhance the origin of life and soul, which has a very anti-sky effect on the 

foundation of the warrior. 

The life origin of a warrior increases, and the potential is bound to increase. 

This will affect various attributes of the martial artist, such as vitality, strength of qi and blood, and 

ability to resist beatings. 
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Not to mention the origin of the soul, it is related to the most mysterious soul of the warrior. 

The enhancement of the soul origin has many benefits for the martial artist, such as the speed of 

cultivating the spiritual soul power will increase, and the bottlenecks encountered will decrease. 

It can be said that "Withered Wood Condensation of the Source of Life" is a comprehensive secret 

method, which not only can forge the body but also enhance the soul, but also comes with a powerful 

secret technique. 

For Su Lang. 

This exercise can consolidate and enhance the foundation, which is very useful. 

In addition, he himself has cultivated various body-building secrets and soul-training methods. Whether 

it is the foundation of the body or the soul, he can definitely leapfrog other people. 

And this time. 

After mastering the "Deadwood Condensation Technique". 

The passive effect alone gave Su Lang many benefits. 

That warm current benefited his body and soul a lot. 

but. 

This exercise is actually an active exercise. 

Just like "Drunken Dreams" and "Soul Gathering and Splitting Jue" and other exercises, you must actively 

use and exercise after mastering them. 

"let's start!" 

"Withered wood condenses the source!" 

Su Lang thought, and the founding level of dead wood condensing source exercises quickly unfolded. 

In an instant. 

Two special twisting powers appeared in Su Lang's body. 

These two distorting forces are formed with the Great Road of Wood as the core, supplemented by the 

Great Road of Life, Death, and Spirit, and formed by the Supreme Profound meaning. 

The two twisting forces gave Su Lang a sense of dryness and glory. 

With the continuous circulation of the two twisting forces in the body, every cell that infiltrated the 

limbs, bones, muscles, and flesh was affected. 

Soon. 

Su Lang's body appeared to wither. 

It's like a young and energetic young man aging at a rapid rate. 



But in fact. 

This was only formed when the life origin in Su Lang's body was further condensing, causing the external 

vitality to temporarily fail to keep up with the rhythm. 

and. 

It is not only the origin of life that is further condensing. 

The soul origin is also further condensing. 

However, in the sea, countless golden mists gradually became sparse, but the color of the mist became 

brighter! 

This is the manifestation of the enhancement of the soul origin. 

Su Lang's withered form did not last long, and soon returned to his youthful appearance again. 

but. 

He didn't stop working on this, but continued to run the "Deadwood Condensing Source of Life". 

Not long. 

Su Lang's body became old again from the appearance of a young man, and then regained his youth. 

He went back and forth forty-nine times before he completely stopped. 

Because the exercise method has reached its limit, it can't help him gather a higher level of life origin 

and soul origin. 

"This technique is really good!" 

"My life origin and soul origin have increased by at least ten times!" 

"Not to mention ordinary warriors of the same level, it is estimated that the Supreme Emperor of 

Qibadu is not as good as me." 

Su Lang felt the new physical state, and a heartfelt smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

So far. 

He has already understood or used the four exercises he has just completed! 

Even without looking at the attribute panel, Su Lang knew that all aspects of his abilities had reached the 

pinnacle of Sidu! 

If one were to use the "Sutra of Nirvana" to steal the blood of powerful creatures, it is estimated that 

they could reach the level of the Five Crosses! 

"However, there are not many bloodlines that make me look good!" 

Su Lang touched his chin, and then continued to collect the Twisted True Spirit of the Taixu Universe 

Dragon. 



quickly. 

All the Twisted True Spirits of the Taixu Universe Dragon have been collected by him into the dantian 

universe and placed by the sun to absorb energy. 

Chapter 1734: Improve various system functions! 

"It's time to continue fighting!" 

Su Lang took out the Eye of Nine Yin Candles, began to select opponents, and continued to fight and kill. 

Time passed slowly. 

In a blink of an eye, another half day passed! 

During this time. 

Su Lang killed a total of ten Godless Levels of Sidu and below. 

Those avatars that combined the stars and clouds also killed four strong men who fell to Wudu from 

Liudu, and two strong men who fell from Qidu to Liudu. 

The Godless level below Sandu killed more than fifty! 

If it weren't for worrying that killing too much would affect the arrival of the Nine Dragon Coffin, Su Lang 

would definitely kill more! 

In this process. 

He also saved many godless powerhouses in the exile. 

For example, Lei Qing and others in the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, the leaders of the Jingchen Sect, and 

the Seven Star Palace. 

Su Lang almost turned the whole place of exile in a big circle, and all the strong men who participated in 

the battle of reincarnation knew him. 

The supreme emperor in the land of exile, as long as he has no grudges or complaints with Su Lang, he 

will all have a deep respect for him! 

Of course, there were also some people who dared to provoke him, all of them were beaten in pain and 

then lost their lives. 

At this moment. 

The war has lasted for a day. 

In the sky of the Exile, a large amount of golden and black fog has completely formed a vortex. 

And it's still that kind of funnel-shaped vortex, with a thin channel in the middle! 

In the place of exile, as the Nine Dragon Coffin approached, the battle among a large number of strong 

men became more intense. 

Especially the battle between senior powerhouses. 
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For example, Feng Ziyu and Zhan Taiqing are the most hopeful people to set foot on the coffin of Nine 

Dragons. 

However, only one person can set foot on the coffin of Nine Dragons. 

So they must win and lose, they must die! 

The approach of the Nine Dragon Coffin stimulated their emotions, making them more and more 

violent, and various hidden secret techniques were used wildly. 

The fighting became more fierce, and the speed at which the humane will condense became faster. 

There is even black mist and golden mist that are visible to the naked eye, soaring into the golden mist 

in the sky, 

"Is that the channel through which the coffin of the nine spirits descends!" 

Su Lang raised his head to look at the sky, his eyes flashing, "It seems that there is still a slight loss of 

heat, taking advantage of this little time..." 

He looked at his storage space. 

In just one day, he killed a large number of Godless Grades and obtained countless Xianyuan Emperor 

sources and various materials! 

"system!" 

"Deposit all Xianyuan Diyuan into the balance!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, he didn't know how many Xianyuan Diyuan he got! 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the balance 98806866 is lowered to Diyuan!" 

"It's almost 100 million inferior Emperor Yuan!!" 

Su Lang showed ecstasy. With so many subordinate emperor sources, he was able to upgrade all his 

various system functions to one level! 

"System, immediately improve all system functions for me!!" 

Without hesitation, Su Lang immediately issued the system command! 

"Ding! Consumes 10 million lower emperor source, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 43, 

and the training speed is increased to 11,730944 billion times the speed of the basic training without 

lack of qualification!" 

"Ding! Consumes 10 million lower multiplier sources, the one-key martial arts function is upgraded to 

level 43, and the training speed is increased to 11,730,944 million times the basic training speed of no 

lack of qualifications!" 

"Ding! Consumption... the one-key empowerment function has been upgraded to level 21, and the 

number of initiations per day has been increased to 42!" 

"..." 



Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Su Lang's six system functions that can be improved have all been improved immediately! 

Cultivation speed skyrocketed, martial arts speed skyrocketed, the number of clones increased, the 

number of treasure hunt flying gliders increased, the number of empowerments increased, and the 

upper limit of one-key strengthening increased! 

Just then! 

"Ding! The sea of repair is full, do you break through!" 

"breakthrough!!" 

Su Lang's eyes were bright, and he chose to break through! 

"Ding! Start breaking through!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Su Lang's heart, where the second life universe appeared, had changed! 

A heart cell closest to the magic universe began to merge with the universe of life. 

The speed of fusion was very fast, and this cell changed from an ordinary cell to a regular dodecahedron 

space crystal wall cell almost in no time. 

A huge space appeared in the cell, like a small world, capable of containing even more terrifying energy! 

Chapter 1735: Breakthrough, five-pass combat power 

Immediately after. 

Beside this space crystal wall cell, the second soul body cell began to confuse the universe with a trace 

of fusion! 

Then there is the third cell, the fourth cell, the fifth cell... 

When the breakthrough is complete. 

All the cells in Su Lang's entire heart have merged with a part of the Yingzhu Universe, becoming strange 

crystal wall cells! 

And this time more crystal wall cells were formed, the number reached a full five! 

With the addition of the cells of the Dantian universe before, Su Lang's total number of crystal wall cells 

at this time has reached a full six, which is six percent of his own. 

After these crystal wall cells appeared. 

They immediately began to absorb the energy in the life universe, filling their empty inner space. 

And part of the energy of the Enchanting Life Universe comes from the Enchanting Planet, and a large 

part of it comes from the Sun. 
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Because the ten life universes are connected to each other, the sun sits in the central Dantian universe, 

which naturally radiates all life universes in Su Lang. 

When the energy of the Enchanting Universe is absorbed, it can be replenished by the sun immediately, 

without worrying about exhaustion. 

In order to fill the newly created crystal wall cells with energy as soon as possible, condense a larger 

amount of twisting power. 

Su Lang began to use the secret technique! 

"Dari Haotian!!" 

Su Feng closed his eyes tightly, activated the Great Sun Haotian Profound Righteousness, and began to 

take the sun's energy more actively. 

I saw that in the pubic universe, the surface of the sun rose up a series of corona, like a golden-red 

dragon roaring to the sky! 

These coronas extend into the void, and then pass through the world channel of the dantian universe 

and the luminous universe to be transmitted into the luminous universe. 

The Enchanting Universe, which had been absorbed by the entire five-gaps crystal wall cells, was 

immediately replenished! 

Moreover, the efficiency of energy absorption by the five-gaps crystal wall cells has also become higher. 

Su Langneng felt very clearly that his energy reserves gradually reached twice, three times...six times the 

original! ! 

Moreover, the increase in crystal wall cells means that the number of twisting forces that can be 

condensed has also greatly increased! 

Su Lang estimated that the total amount of twisting power he can condense now is about three hundred 

times that of the Supreme Emperor Sandu! 

"Three hundred times, too exaggerated, too crazy!" 

Su Lang exclaimed, "System, open my properties panel!" 

‘Properties panel! ’ 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Sandu no **** level 

[Attack level]: Wudu no **** level + 

[Defensive level]: Wudu no **** level + 



[Shenfa level]: Wudu has no **** level 

[Endurance level]: Wudu has no **** level+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Righteousness" (No God level, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 43), one-key martial arts function (level 

43), clone dispatch function (level 42), one-key treasure hunt function (level 42), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 21), one-key enhancement function 

(level 3), one-key Decomposition function (no grade) 

"Tsk tut!" 

"My daily combat power alone is stronger than the ordinary Wudu Godless Level!" 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel and couldn't help but nodded again and again, saying that after 

waiting so long, he finally didn't wait in vain. 

Based on his current strength, if he uses the Devouring clone coupled with various secret techniques, his 

regular strength can definitely reach the eight-pass level! 

Only the quality of the twisting power is a problem, and it can only be maintained at a relatively high 

level among the three crossings, even the four crossings can't match it. 

And this needs to rely on weapons to make up for it! 

"Hey!" 

"There are more than seventy Supreme Emperors, if you want to talk about materials, it must be more 

than Emperor Yuandu!" 

Su Lang licked his lips excitedly, "Furthermore, I also captured more than 30 godless soldiers!!" 

Not bad. 

Among the descending Supreme Emperor, on average two people have an Godless Soldier! 

Chapter 1736: They are all wrong, ridiculously wrong 

Many of these godless soldiers were unremarkable, and even if they were a little brilliant, Su Lang would 

not be very attractive. 

He has enough godless soldiers now, no amount of use is of much use to him, and the loyalty of these 

godless soldiers cannot be guaranteed. 

and so. 

Su Lang decided to decompose most of the imperial soldiers into materials! 

But before that. 
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He also got some information from these godless soldiers. 

"Come out!" 

"My captives!" 

Su Lang waved his big hand, and suddenly thirty-three godless soldiers appeared in front of him. 

The higher the level of these Godless Soldiers, the fewer the number, and the least of the six crossings, 

only two. 

At this moment. 

I saw thirty-three Godless soldiers floating in front of Su Lang. 

If you let a godless class see it, you will definitely be stunned and doubt life. 

and. 

The weapon spirits of these imperial soldiers were shocked by this. 

"Oh my God!" 

"We have so many godless soldiers gathered together!!" 

"This person killed my master and snatched me away. Are you too? This, this is too scary!" 

"This... this strong man at least killed more than 30 Supreme Emperors, it is really terrifying!" 

"Even the owner of the Liudu Godless Soldier has been killed!" 

"..." 

The weapon spirits of the godless soldiers secretly looked at Su Lang, and the turbulent waves in their 

hearts almost disrupted their thinking! 

"You two, tell me about the origin of your master." 

"Where do you group of supreme emperors come from?" 

"Who is the too junior powerhouse who let you enter the land of exile?" 

As soon as Su Lang waved his hand, a twisting force of Liudu spread out from the Youtian Sword, taking 

the two Liudu Godless Soldiers. 

Two Liudu Godless Soldiers, one is a meteor hammer, the other is a mace! 

It seems that the style is very rough, but in fact the refining technique was also despised by Su Lang. 

If the refining materials of these two imperial soldiers fell into his hands, at least five Liudu Godless 

Soldiers could be produced! 

"Humph!!" 

"You asked us where we came from?" 



"We are enemies, don't you want to know!" 

The weapon spirit of Meteor Hammer coldly snorted, "And it's useless to tell you, anyway, Master Feng 

Ziyu will kill you all soon!" 

"Not bad!" 

"The dying person still wants to know what information, ridiculous!" 

The mace's spirit disdainfully despised Su Lang. 

They call themselves precious godless soldiers, and Su Lang will definitely not kill them, but will show 

their sincerity to impress them and let them work for them. 

Moreover, they thought that even if Su Lang wanted to destroy them, he would definitely not be able to 

do it in a short time. 

Now that the Nine Dragon Coffin is about to come, Feng Ziyu will kill everyone, and their emperor 

soldiers will be out of Su Lang's control. 

Based on the above reasons, they are so confident! 

Unfortunately, they are all wrong! 

Wrong ridiculous! 

"Ha ha!" 

"It seems that the master who killed you didn't scare you, if so, then I will kill you together!" 

A trace of killing intent flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he pinched a Godless Soldier with both hands and 

the other, "System, activate the one-key decomposition function!" 

next moment. 

Two unimaginable mysterious forces fell on two hard-mouthed godless soldiers. 

Suddenly. 

In the eyes of the other godless weapons incomparably horrified. 

Two pieces of Liudu Godless Soldiers who are extremely cherished and circulated for not knowing how 

many years screamed in pain. 

Immediately, they collapsed with a bang, turned into a torrent and disappeared in Su Lang's sleeves! 

"Dead...dead!!" 

"Two Liudu Godless Soldiers died and were destroyed in an instant!" 

"Devil, this person is the devil!!" 

"Run, run away!" 

"..." 



The mysterious, weird and cruel method scared the rest of the Godless soldiers into a shock! 

A few Godless Soldiers wanted to take the opportunity to escape, they were directly caught by Xiaoyou, 

and then they were easily broken down into countless materials by Su Lang. 

"so horrible!" 

"This person can kill Godless soldiers instantly!" 

"You can't escape, you can only ask for mercy!" 

"Dear strong, please accept me, I am very useful!" 

"Master, you will be my master from now on, I will be a cow and a horse for you!" 

Chapter 1737: Destroy more than 30 godless soldiers 

"..." 

One by one, the godless weapon spirits who had been killed and frightened monkeys emerged one after 

another, kneeling down in front of Su Lang, and begging for mercy. 

"Ha ha!" 

"Very useful? Just you little tatters?" 

"And you, just call me Master? Do you have that qualification to you!?" 

Su Lang looked at a group of godless soldiers begging for mercy with disdain, and stepped into the group 

of imperial soldiers. 

Suddenly, the godless soldiers looked at Su Lang in horror, for fear that they would be wiped out in the 

next moment. 

however. 

The one who should come is still to come, and the one who cannot be avoided is the one who cannot be 

avoided! 

Su Lang raised his hand and gently brushed a piece of useless Godless Soldiers to disassemble them all. 

Bang bang bang. 

For the weapons that the other Supreme Emperor treasured so much, Su Lang couldn't even blink his 

eyes when he destroyed it. 

"Please, spare me!" 

"I know the messenger behind, I can say everything, please be merciful!" 

"..." 

Pieces of Godless soldiers were panicked to the limit under Su Lang's death hand, and even a trace of 

despair spread! 
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but. 

After Su Lang let go of a certain Godless Soldier. 

The other godless soldiers immediately resembled drowning men who had grabbed the straw, begging 

for mercy even more fiercely. 

"It's useless to beg for mercy!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, he had already determined which weapons he wanted to keep, and all the rest 

had to be broken down into materials! 

Bang bang bang! 

With a soft sound, 33 Godless Soldiers were destroyed one after another, with only two survivors. 

Two are Wudu level godless soldiers, one is a golden bell, and the other is a dark red long knife. 

The Bell Without God's soldier is called Wuliang Miaoyin Bell, with powerful soul deterrent, hypnotic, 

deceiving, and illusion abilities. 

Although the Godless Dragon Platform and the Five Elements series of Godless Soldiers also have 

deterrent capabilities. 

But the so-called art industry has specialization, this bell is specially used for deterrence, and its power is 

even more terrifying. 

When confronting this master without a **** soldier, Su Lang almost triggered a death substitution. 

The dark red long knife is called the spirit knives. 

Its function is to steal the opponent's energy, blood, spirit and soul power to supplement oneself. 

And the extent of the theft is very terrifying and extremely difficult. 

The key is that after stealing it, it can not only condense the power of distortion by itself, but also 

feedback it to the owner after purification. 

When Su Lang dealt with the master of the spirit knife, if it hadn't had the sun as an energy source, the 

possibility of the ship overturning was very high. 

The abilities of these two weapons were pretty good, and Su Lang could use them. 

Moreover, they have a long history and come from the boundless universe, so they must know a lot of 

secrets. 

"You two have good abilities, and begging for mercy is relatively timely, so let's leave your life behind." 

Su Lang left a few words coldly, "But, if you let me know that you have the slightest dissatisfaction, the 

fate of those weapons before is your fate!" 

"Yes!!" 

"Small is loyal to his master, please give him a name!" 



Ling Ling Knife Qi Ling knelt at Su Lang's feet, wrapped in black cloth, like a black mummy. 

"Small too!" 

"Pray for a name from the Lord, and serve the master wholeheartedly from now on, without a second 

heart!" 

The Qi Ling of Wuliang Miao Yinling also knelt at Su Lang's feet, begging for his name extremely poorly. 

Her appearance is a beautiful woman, full of natural charm in every move. 

If it is a person with insufficient concentration, he will immediately fail to guard the house, and even 

lose his soul. 

"The bell is called Wangyou." 

"The long knife is called stealing life." 

Su Lang calmly named the two Wudu Godless Soldiers. 

"Wangyou (stealing life), thank you for your name!" 

The weapon spirits of the two weapons got their names, and they were suddenly grateful. 

So far. 

They are finally safe! 

at this time. 

Su Lang pulled the Youtian Sword from his head: "Xiaoyou, it's going to evolve again, get ready." 

Chapter 1738: Badu No God Soldier, Youtian Sword 

"I'm ready, Master!" 

Xiaoyou ran out of the Youtian Sword and kissed Su Lang on the cheek with a chirp. 

"Haha, really naughty!" 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly and patted Xiaoyou on the head. 

Kneeling to the side, Wangyou and Shilisheng secretly watched this scene, already knowing Xiaoyou's 

position in their hearts, and determined to behave like a dog before Xiaoyou. 

"Go ahead, Master, I can't stand it anymore!" 

Xiaoyou looked at Su Lang calmly, with a hint of playfulness in his eyes. 

"Ahem." 

"Just enough!" 

Su Lang smiled and coughed twice, and then issued a system command, "System, immediately retain the 

specified characteristics and evolve the Youtian Sword!" 
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"Ding! Consume no **** soul*1000, quasi no **** soul*10000, and the soul of the emperor*100000... 

Godless Grade Material Tianxiao Extreme Cold Jade*1000, Mountain Destroying Milky Milk*10000, 

Mystic Demon Tianyou Gold*10000, Vein Sealing Bone*10000, Reincarnation Pulse Radiance*10000... 

The Youtian Sword evolved into a Wudu Godless Soldier! " 

A faint light flashed. 

An incomparably vast and majestic breath radiated from the top of the Youtian Sword. 

That is the breath of Qidu Godless Grade! 

"This this this!" 

"Qidu Godless Soldier, Youtian Sword was promoted to Qidu Godless Soldier in an instant!!" 

"My God, what kind of refining method is this? It's horrible to help a powerful Godless Soldier raise the 

realm in an instant!" 

"I was born after the War of the Infinite Realm, and I have lived for billions of years. I have never seen 

such a magical method!" 

"With this method, even that mysterious too junior powerhouse can never do it!" 

"..." 

Kneeling aside Wangyou and Stealing Life saw Youtian Sword's promotion process, and their eyes were 

bursting with horror. 

As Wudu Godless Soldiers, they know that it is not easy for emperor soldiers to be promoted. 

But now, a Liudu Godless Soldier is easily promoted in front of them, which is as incredible as a mortal 

being sanctified. 

at this time. 

What made them even more horrified happened! 

"System, strengthen the Youtian Sword for me!" 

Su Lang didn't change his expression, and gave the order indifferently. 

This time, the material harvested was too much, and dozens of godless soldiers were also broken down. 

The materials obtained are completely enough to strengthen her again after the evolution of the 

Youtian Sword! 

"Ding! Strengthened successfully, Youtian Sword +1!" 

With the appearance of the system prompt, countless materials in the storage space disappeared 

suddenly. 

Immediately after. 



A strong light blue mysterious energy appeared out of thin air, merged into the Youtian Sword, and 

started the third strengthening! 

Soon, the breath of Youtian Sword began to skyrocket! 

The already extremely majestic aura, in just one second, it skyrocketed to the Eight Duo level! 

"Wow!" 

"Master, you are great, Xiaoyou loves it~!" 

Xiaoyou felt her powerful strength, her face flushed with excitement, and she was constantly fluttering 

around Su Lang. 

The worries and thief who were kneeling next to him were completely down, their heads blank! 

what's the situation! ? 

A six-dus godless soldier unexpectedly increased two levels instantly, reaching the eight-dus level! ? 

Such a fantastic and unbelievable thing... fake it! ? 

"nice! You love it!" 

"In the future, I will help you upgrade to the Jiudu level, the Quasi-primary Beginning level, and even the 

true Primal Beginning stage!" 

Su Lang let Xiaoyou bounce around in his arms, a bright smile on his face. 

With the Eight Duo level Youtian Sword, he is almost invincible in the Exile! 

"Hmm!" 

"Master is the best!" 

Xiaoyou seemed to be mad with joy, and the tighter he hugged, and he refused to let go. 

At this time. 

Wangyou and Siangsheng, who were kneeling next to them, gradually recovered, turning their stiff 

heads to look at each other. 

Instant time! 

Endless horror and ecstasy broke out in the eyes of the two! 

Su Lang possesses mysterious means, which can promote the weapon instantly or even continuously. 

Where can I find such a master! 

Since the birth of the entire infinite universe, I am afraid that this one in front of you has appeared! 

And this time. 



The two of them are fortunate enough to serve such a master, I am afraid that even the next billions of 

years of good luck will be exhausted! 

Chapter 1739: Thoroughly convinced 

So excited, so excited! 

Forgetting worry and stealing life can't be said at all! 

Before they worshipped Su Lang's feet, the more reason was that they were shocked by the cruel 

means. 

In short, it was forced to surrender. 

Although they did plan to follow Su Lang well, there was definitely some resistance in their hearts and 

subconsciousness. 

But now. 

Forgetting worry and stealing life have the loyalty to Su Lang! 

This loyalty is stronger than their loyalty to the first master, and they will not regret it until death. 

because. 

Only by following Su Lang and gaining Su Lang's intimacy, can they get the hope of promotion and move 

towards a better future! 

"Get up." 

"When you get the credit, I will be in a good mood, maybe I will help you get promoted." 

Su Lang glanced at Wangsor and Stolen, who was kneeling on the ground. Why couldn't they see what 

they were thinking? 

in fact. 

The reason why Su Lang was promoted to the Youtian Sword in front of these two Godless Soldiers was 

also because he wanted to draw a big pie for forgetting worry and stealing life. 

"Yes!!" 

"Wangyou (stealing life) thank you Master!" 

"From now on, being a cow, a horse, or a dog for the master will never have a different mind!" 

The two spirits and five bodies bowed to the ground, and then stood up cautiously and stood there 

respectfully. 

"Tell me about your background." 

"There is also information about that too junior warrior, let's talk about it." 

Su Lang looked at Wang worry and stealing his life, and asked in a flat tone. 
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"Return to the master!" 

"We come from the outer star field of the Tianting Continent of the boundless world." 

Wangyou opened her red lips and said softly, "Basically everyone comes from a different star field. After 

Feng Ziyu's reorganization, they were sent here." 

"Return your lord!" 

"That too junior warrior is said to be a strong man who controls the Tianting Continent!" 

"It is said that there are even stronger warriors above this strong man. The warrior in the early days is 

nothing more than doing things for others." 

"But even so, we are not qualified to know the name of the original strong man, and other information 

cannot be obtained." 

"Although we have lived for a long time, our level is too low and our location is remote. Many core 

things are not accessible at all." 

After Qianming waited for Wangyou to finish speaking, he immediately started to add, with a hint of 

unwillingness to fall behind. 

"I understand." 

Su Lang nodded faintly, "Go back to the body." 

"Yes, master!" 

Forgetting worry and stealing life, bowed to the ground, then returned to the body obediently, and was 

taken into the storage space by Su Lang. 

"It is related to the Tianting Continent!" 

"The too junior powerhouse who controls the Tianting Continent!" 

"Before Bi Yelin mentioned that the Qilin clan has strong people who have cultivated to the level of 

Jiudu, but they are found to be stripped alive in the cave!" 

"It's probably the too junior powerhouse who can do such a thing, and it's also possible that there are 

quasi too junior powerhouses under him." 

"But in any case, the tragedy of the Qilin clan, the tragedy of the Tianting Continent becoming a mythical 

animal farm, this person is definitely the culprit. 

"It is said that there is a strong man behind him. Could it be the mysterious strong man who invaded the 

boundless universe and crushed the boundless world?" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought silently, knowing more about his future opponent in his heart. 

"Master, what do you think?" 



"Thinking about those enemies, we can definitely hack them to death!" 

Xiaoyou, who was still holding Su Lang, saw that Su Lang was lost in thought, hugged him tightly, and 

said seriously. 

"Haha!" 

"Yeah, we must be able to defeat them!" 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly, "But the most urgent thing is to get rid of that Feng Ziyu first and take the 

Nine Dragon Coffin." 

"it is good!" 

"I must cut off the head of Baofeng Ziyu!" 

Xiao You nodded heavily, and then obediently let go and entered the body. 

Su Lang felt the warm and soft touch disappear, and he was shocked for a moment. 

"Xiaoyou is also a real creature." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he looked up to the sky. 

Boom boom boom! 

The sky of the entire exile was already covered with mist of gold and black. 

The thick mist in the sky has changed from a whirlpool to a funnel spiral, and an aura that makes 

everyone tremble reveals the tip of the iceberg! 

Chapter 1740: The Nine Dragon Coffin was born! 

Under this breath. 

Almost everyone suffers from chest tightness, shortness of breath, and discomfort. 

"This breath is estimated to have exceeded the Jiudu level, and it is very likely that it is the existence of 

Zhuan too junior!" 

Su Lang frowned slightly, "Is this the level of the Nine Dragon Coffin!" 

He squinted at the spiral funnel in the sky. 

That majestic breath became more and more terrifying, shaking the world, as if to crush the entire exile! 

"It's coming up!" 

"The Nine Dragon Coffin is out!!" 

"Hahaha, the coffin of Kowloon, I can see the coffin of Kowloon!" 

"..." 
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Countless strong men temporarily stopped fighting and looked up to the sky, their faces full of 

excitement. 

The land of exile is in the west. 

Where the Leiyin Temple is located, countless splendid temples have been turned into ruins. 

Even the extremely tall continuous snow-capped mountains collapsed countless. 

A famous monk stood in the sky, looking up at the golden and black whirlpool. 

An invading powerhouse around him also stopped his hands, his face was full of horror. 

In the land of exile. 

Chang Henzi and the two subordinates looked at the scene in the sky through a broken mirror, feeling 

the breath between heaven and earth, their faces were full of bitter resentment and unwillingness. 

The land of exile is in the south. 

In the battlefields not far from the Jiexuetian station. 

Yuqing, Xinzheng monk, Bi Yelin, Mo Lu, and other strong men also distanced themselves from their 

opponents, and their eyes toward the sky were full of surprise and excitement. 

The sky above the station where the Supreme Nine Qing Palace has been erased. 

Feng Ziyu and Zhan Taiqing stood opposite each other, looking up at the sky. 

At this time, Feng Ziyu has revealed his true appearance. 

He has a black armor and white hair all his life, and a face is as sculpted as a sculptural line, with distinct 

features. 

His weapon is a seven-duration-class short-handled broadsword, with the dragon's mouth spitting out 

the blade, surrounded by endless twisting power. 

The other side. 

Zhan Taiqing, who was originally as thin as a wood, became much younger now. 

Not only the skin regained its luster, but the figure became straight and magnificent, like a middle-aged 

tough guy who has experienced countless winds and frosts. 

In his left hand, there is a chessboard floating on it, which is covered with chess pieces, which is the 

chessboard immediately. 

There are two small cups floating in his right hand, one black and the other white, swirling around each 

other like yin and yang fish. 

The black and white cups are just treasures for holding chess pieces. 

Originally, the level of the mysterious chessboard was not as good as the Ziqing Xuantian Sword. 

But with these two chess cups, the level of the mysterious chess board immediately soared to Qidu. 



It is precisely with this chessboard that Zhan Taiqing can play with Feng Ziyu to get you and me. 

Time passed by. 

The breath of the Kowloon Coffin became clearer. 

Immediately after. 

In the eyes of the entire Exile, a dragon head drilled out of the spiral funnel. 

It was a lifelike white-gold dragon head with a large number of horned dragon horns on its head, with 

supreme majesty. 

After this dragon head appeared. 

The golden-black vortex spins more violently, and the channel expands further. 

Next. 

Su Lang waited to see the dragon body behind the dragon head! 

This is an extremely large white golden dragon, the width of its body alone has reached a full 30,000 

feet. 

To know. 

At the beginning, Lu Mingxuan and the others' Heavenly Star Dragon God-Free Soldiers transformed the 

giant dragon into only more than 30,000 feet. 

The Taixu Universe Dragon summoned by Su Lang is only one hundred thousand feet long. 

This can be seen. 

How terrifying is the size of that bronze dragon! 

With the constant advancement of the white golden dragon, its entire body gradually emerged. 

It was a terrifying body with a length of one million feet, covered with countless dragon scales, four 

claws were huge and sharp, and could easily catch the moon and the stars! 

The key is. 

On the body of this million-foot golden white dragon, there is a white golden dragon with eight heads 

and a smaller body. 

The eight-headed dragon intertwined, spreading teeth and dancing claws, full of shock. 

"This is the Nine Dragon Coffin!" 

"Not a coffin pulled by nine dragons, but a coffin made of nine extremely powerful dragons!" 

"The million-meter-long dragon in the middle was definitely a terrifying powerhouse of the quasi-

primary level!" 

"..." 



Su Lang looked at the coffin of Nine Dragons, which revealed the whole picture, and couldn't help but 

breathe in a cold breath. 

 


